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Performance budgeting in practice
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Dutch budget system
Culture

Recent changes & experiences
Evaluation and Performance 
measurement

Content
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budgeting = culture!
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How to get and stay in control?
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Dutch politics
Elections

Each 4 years (usually)
Focus on short term solutions
Pro-cyclical bias, over optimism 

Coalition 
10 parties in Lower House
Pressure groups (i.e. local governments)
Weak position Ministry of Finance
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Dutch politics & budgeting
Coalition agreement

Politically binding
Implementation of policy plans

Decentralised approach
Special power ministry of finance

Independent checks 
statistics, audit, macro-estimates
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Outsourcing of economic 
variables
Economic growth is determined 
by independent institute
Example

Netherlands Bureau of Economic Policy 
Analysis (CPB)

Independent checks
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Amsterdam south axis
High speed link
Enlargement of Amsterdam Airport
Enlargement of Rotterdam harbour
But also, labour market, environmental 
and ageing issues

Other examples independent checks

http://www.weesptegena6-a9.nl/files/Afbeeldingen/krantenkoppen/kk Rijkswaterstaat verbaas over CPB vechtjournaal03112005.jpg
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Coalition agreement

New cabinet period
Major element of political culture
No legal status, but politically 
binding
Sets targets for medium term

Reflected in budget
Budget rules

Budget results are underpinned by 
concrete measure (cutback)
New money often allocated by MoF

Crucial for Minister of Finance
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Nation-wide reduction in crime by 25% 
in 2010 (2002)
Strong police force, extra education, 
new fingerprint system, good quality 
courts

Example target: police in 
policy program
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A. Einstein

“Everything that 
can be counted 
does not 
necessarily 
count; everything 
that counts 
cannot 
necessarily be 
counted’
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Example: police
Invites forces to ‘meet the number’ at cost of 
quality

Crime prevention, picking easiest crimes
Charging for no lights on bike = statistical many thefts

Fixes level of output without changes in regional 
circumstances
Government does not have data to set target at 
right level: we do not know what has to be done
Central management system as a solution?
http://rijksbegroting.minfin.nl/2009/begrotingsvoorstel_behandeling/begroting,kst119601b_8.html

http://rijksbegroting.minfin.nl/2009/begrotingsvoorstel_behandeling/begroting,kst119601b_8.html
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Performance indicators: mixed 
blessing

Performance indicators can be attractive
e.g. more employment, less traffic incidents, reduction of crime
easy to determine whether targets are reached

Loads of indicators which don’t say much
Government production is often hard to measure

But even sensible indicators can be superficial
hitting targets does not say much about effectiveness or 
efficiency of policies

Conclusion: we desperately need sound evaluations
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Evaluation & quality of spending

1. The role of the ministry of Finance
2. The role of the spending departments
3. Issues for discussion
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Policy Review by the MoF 

Started in 1981 as ‘reconsideration of policy’
Committee of civil servants and external experts 
Assignment by the government to develop policy options

Budget cuts and ways to control the budget
Efficiency and Improvement of the quality of public services

No veto
Ideas may not be blocked (regardless of current policy, 
legislation, interests of spending departments)

Choice of policy options is left to the government
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Policy Review by the MoF 

Has been a very powerful engine for change
But is a threat to the spending departments
So they find ways to avoid policy review
And we have to come up with new ideas
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Redesigning the evaluations 
system

Policy should be evaluated periodically
Can lead to evaluations that are prescribed, but 
useless

Policymakers are responsible 
Can hamper impartiality and thus quality

Important issues should be adressed
No further formal obligations
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Departemental policy analysis

Evaluate policy areas, instead of instruments
focus on policy objectives, which are formulated in the 
budgets
provide a synthesis of available evidence (including 
impact analyses)

Every policy area should evaluated periodically
But look for the right time within the policy cycle

Involve independent experts to safeguard quality
Answer some simple, but fundamental questions
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The simple, but fundamental 
questions

What is the problem? What are the supposed causes of the 
problem?
Wat is the role of the goverment?
What objective has the government formulated?
What instruments are used? What is the relationship between the 
instruments? Is there overlap?
What is the effect of the instruments on the formulated objective. 
Are  of the are the positive and negative side effects?
What contribution do the proposed instruments make to the 
objectives?
What are the costs? What is the underpinning of the costs?
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Issues for discussion

Have spending departments sufficient capacities in terms 
of staff and expertise?
How are evaluations integrated in the internal 
management and budgetary process?
Do spending departments use evaluations results of 
evaluation to reallocate among units or agencies.
What incentives exist for ministries and agencies to 
stimulate better performance.
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Summing up: Will the changes in 
the evaluation system work?

Right direction, but some doubts remain
Evaluations are sticky business

Political compromises result in unclear policy objectives 
Few incentives for critical evaluations 
Focus on winning support for new and big plans
You don’t win elections with small-scale experiments and pleas 
for evidence based policies

At the same time: TINA

Therefore: look forward to learn from your
experiences
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More information

www.minfin.nl
www.rijksacademie.minfin.nl/english

Over 20 years of experience in the field of Finance

http://www.minfin.nl/
http://www.rijksacademie.minfin.nl/english
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